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About This Content

The Auto Clicker Pet is a ingame Pet which has the look of a little ice elemental which shoots bullets on the enemey. The bullets
use the actual clicker damage which makes the pet to an auto clicker like function. The pet has 2 different modes in which it

can follow the mouse or folow a specific path automatically on the battlefield.

Differences between ingame and DLC Pet:

Ingame Pet:
- Must be unlocked

- can be leveled
- a small little pet which follows a path on the battlefield

DLC Pet
- Is directly unlocked after purchase

- Has the Speed value of a lvl 5 ingame pet but cannot be leveled (ingame attack pets need a long time to unlock and level up but
can get faster then the DLC pet)

- a bigger pet which can also follow a path or also follow the mouse.
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[DOES NOT CONTAIN ALL SONGS]
I want to be clear I don't hate the soundtrack in fact it is one of the best I've heard in a game so far I went as far as continuing to
play the game after the original story just to listen to the music BUT the only reason I'm down-rating this is simply because for a
soundtrack it DOESN'T contain all the tracks used in the game. I might change the review in the near future its really my own
fault I should of looked at the list instead of presuming but I was disappointed to not find "Island Door by Susumu Hirasawa"
and a few others not on here, either way the soundtrack is fantastic regardless and I'll likely make this positive once I suck it up.

Again don't hate the game or the soundtrack just wished it had all the songs on it that's all.. Nice to have more rural areas. Since
it doesn't cost anything it is hard to say no :).. Subsiege is an interesting take on the RTS genre, sports some unique mechanics
(like the oxygen timer and the underground leviathan) with some MOBA elements sprinkled on top. The underwater setting is
surprisingly fresh, the gameplay can get very intense! The only problem is that it's hard to find a match sometimes!. Don't buy at
any cost, even for free. The game can be completed in less than 30 minutes.
This shooter is as dumbed down as it can get, 8 hours worth of effort, and most of the effort is setting up like 10 different
objects on the map for a thousand times. I don't get it, how in the universe games like this are allowed on Steam?
Pretty sure assets are free\/stolen as well.
Main menu is super simple. Game developer isn't fluent at English. There are no voice-acting (maybe it's a good thing). Music is
just bad. Everything is bad.
AI doesn't exist at all, I'm pretty sure that the only line of code responsible for the AI is so enemies can shoot you. Because
they'll try to shoot through the walls, from a very long distance, etc.
Level design doesn't exist either, it's just OFFICE with a bunch of tables and blank white walls.
There are only three guns - assault rifle, pistol and a knife. You will never have to use a knife.
If you click a middle mouse button, the game switches to third person, and surprise! No player model.
Also, let me spoil it for you. The game begins in a house, and you play as some dude named Murphy. Murphy drives his car to
work, talks with his buddies, and suddenly there's SHOOTING EVERYWHERE. Every single worker disappears, and the game
leaves you alone against squads of soldiers.
And that's it. You're going through a bunch of levels, all of them are exactly the same thing - office, white walls, soldiers behind
the corner.. This game is well concieved and well executed. Yeah,there are prolly lotsa games like it. There is something about
this game that playing it makes you better at it, and you keep playing and getting better. I HAVE NOT BEAT the BOSS on level
18 yet. But I wanted to write a good review of this game. Great use of tiny money. Buy it and try it. This one's a good keeper.
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Short and sad, yet full of love and warm feelings.
Enjoyed it greatly!. did it for the waifu acheivement. It was a nice concept, but it was poorly executed. Oh, and it's no longer a
thing... UPDATE:
The bugs I mentioned below have been fixed almost immediately. Really impressed with the quick response from the developer,
and the software is fully functional. It still seems a little bit pricey for what you're currently getting, but I can't wait to see what's
next for this software and I can fully recommend it.

ORIGINAL REVIEW:

Only spent a short time with this program so far but I'm going to start with the good: The tool for palette generation is really
intiutive. Its pretty simple to figure out, and I was able to generate several interesting and unique palettes very quickly. I think its
going to be very useful for me to generate new colour ideas through experimentation, but I haven't been able to use the
reference iamge tool yet because of how buggy that part of the program still is.

The images I loaded only showed up after I checked the pixel art box, and the colours I tried to sample from it were not
accurate: I'm not even sure how to describe that issue: The sampled colours were in grayscale, but darker? And sometimes it
showed shades of brown? It was a bit weird, and then it crashed. Had another bug when exporting palettes: the first time I tried
exporting a 3 color palette as an Adobe palette it replaced two of the colors with black, leaving me only with red. It worked fine
the second time I tried it.

In summary, I'm recommending it because of what I think this program's potential is. Once its been stabilized and the bugs
mashed out, its going to be very useful. However, I would not recommend buying it at its current price the way it is right now;
wait until its recieved a few updates.. Good to play when you only have one hand available. It's very beautiful, articulate, and
modernic, but I'm not sure if I can find Iit outside the game.. Really enjoyed the game! My favorite of yours so far :D Keep it
up!! I did a little let's play where I just run in circles and get scared by my own movements x) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pfghwltj28U. HI,

Developer replied back to a fix in a quick and prompt manner. Make sure when you are setting up your tv to turn off 3d
stereoscopic in nvidia or amd drivers or else you will see double image in red and blue.

get this game and support the developer so more modes will be developed. I found this game to be very immersive and is
definitely something slightly different. For the Short while that I have played this game I don't have many complaints. The
mouse/keyboard controls at first can be a little odd but it's nothing you can't get used to. You can't seem to move while shooting
at first which sucks but when you think about it, makes sense due to the main character being in a wheel chair. Here is a few
minutes of solid gameplay, might help you guys out if determining whether you want to make this purchase or not. Hope it
helps: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEgw8ZlIndE
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